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MILL CITY 
MINUTES OF THE CITY COUNCIL 

Tuesday, August 25, 2015 
 
Mayor Thacker  opened the meeting at 6:30 PM with the flag salute. Councilors present were 
Scott Baughman, Lisa D. Follis, Penny A. Keen, and C. Michael Long.  Susann Heller was 
excused.  Staff members in attendance: City Recorder, Stacie Cook. 
 
Citizens in attendance were  Ann Carey, Dennis Chamberlin, Bob Johnston, Roel Lundquist, Bill 
Sanderson, Gay Stuntzner and Frances Villwock. 
 
DECLARATIONS OF POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST:  Mayor Thacker stated that 
anyone who felt they may have a potential conflict with anything on tonight’s agenda may say so 
at this time or at any time during tonight’s meeting. 
 
PUBLIC WORKS REPORT:   None. 
 
CONSENT AGENDA 
 
Councilor Long moved and was seconded by Councilor Baughman , to approve items a; 
Approval of Minutes of Regular City Council Meeting of August 11, 2015, b; Approval of Minutes 
of Special Plastic Bag Forum of August 17, 2015, c; Approval of Accounts Payable, and d; 
Approval of OLCC Liquor License Application for the Following Businesses: 

1. Trio Tavern    815 SW Linn Blvd 
2. Broadway Videos & More  233 SW Broadway St 
3. Mill City Market   829 S 1st Ave 
4. J & S Deli & Pub   100 SE Juniper St., 

of the consent agenda.  Stacie Cook polled the council; the motion passed unanimously, (5:0). 
 
SHERIFF’S OFFICE REPORT:  None. 
 
CITIZEN COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS:   Gay Stuntzner, SW 1st Avenue, said that she would 
like to laud the volunteers of Mill City.  We have a community that helps each other including the 
library volunteers, Canyon Catalysts and in particular Frances Thomas who volunteers with the 
museum and Scott Baughman whose flowers made this City a nice looking place.  Mrs. Stuntzner 
asked if there is a way that some dispensation can be given in an instance such as this where it is 
beautifying the community and said that she is hopeful the Council will send a letter to the 
Sheriff’s Office explaining how important this was to our community. 
 
Councilor Long said that he shares these concerns and is incensed that the Sheriff’s Office has 
ignored community policing to focus on this.  Councilor Long said that he believes the Sheriff’s 
Office should be blasted for these actions. 
 
Mayor Thacker said that he agrees and there is something that the City of Detroit has put into 
effect that allows ATVs, side-by-sides and golf carts to be used within the City. 
 
Bob Johnston, SE Hazel Street, said that he supports Mrs. Stuntzner’s comments but on the 
other side there are citizens that use residential streets as a raceway that need to be dealt with. 
 
Bill Sanderson, NW Alder Street, said that he agrees with these statements as well and thinks 
that the ordinance should be looked into to allow the flowers to be watered in the future. 
 
PUBLIC HEARING: No public hearings were held. 
 
LINN COUNTY SHERIFF’S REPORT:   None. 
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OLD BUSINESS  
 
Business Loan Program:  Mayor Thacker said that Mrs. Cook has provided some information on 
a façade program that Mt. Angel implemented. 
 
Marion County Community Projects Grant:  Mrs. Cook said that she spoke with Dave Curran 
today and the signs are still not made.  It sounds as though there is a disconnect in 
communication between the sign shop and Darrin Lane.  Mayor Thacker said that he will contact 
Commissioner Nyquist about this matter. 
 
Mill City Falls – Hammond Park Restroom Project: The order of the new restroom building is in 
process.  There are a couple of items remaining to be confirmed before the order form is 
submitted to CXT, including choosing the color of the building and confirmation of power 
placement.  Councilor Baughman said that the colors were determined today and the order will be 
turned in soon. 
 
In order to continue to move forward with the project in a timely manner and keep everyone on 
the same page, regular meetings to review where we are at, next steps, who will take care of 
needed items and timing should be set.  Councilors Baughman and Keen said that the third 
Tuesday at 6:00p.m. will work.  Mrs. Cook will check with Dave Kinney to see if this works for 
him. 
 
The cost of the building is in line with what was anticipated in the grant application budget.  An 
outline of the budget was provided.  As we move forward with the restroom project we will need to 
be sure to track actuals for City force account (staff time, equipment, supplies) as well as any in 
kind donations of labor, equipment, supplies, etc. 
 
Plastic Bag Code: A public forum focused on the proposed plastic bag ban was held August 17, 
2015.  The meeting was well attended and resulted in some good ideas to implement in lieu of 
banning plastic bags.  Based on the discussion it sounds as though a group of local citizens will 
be organizing a recycling effort in conjunction with local businesses and the school. 
 
There has been an on-going discussion on the pros and cons of banning plastic bags on the 
internet.  There is no clear consensus as to whether these citizens support or oppose the ban as 
the conversations were clearly divided.  In addition, there have been comments submitted to City 
Hall both in writing and verbally on both sides of the issue. 
 
As Mayor Thacker stated at the forum, the Northwest Grocery Association (NWGA) submitted 
written testimony regarding the impact of banning plastic bags and urging the City, if moving 
forward with a ban, to implement a five cent deposit for recycled paper bags.  Amanda Dalton 
states in her email that the deposit is necessary to allow retailers to provide inexpensive, 
environmentally friendly bags to customers that do not have one; reminds the consumer to 
remember their reusable bags without being punitive, protects the retailer and consumer that 
uses reusable bags from the cost shift of going to paper and is refundable when the consumer 
reuses the paper bag with a grocery purchase.  Ms. Dalton says that merely banning plastic bags 
and allowing paper bags increases grocery costs by a minimum of $60,000 per store, which is 
then passed on to the consumer through grocery costs. 
 
Mill City Market Manager Sandi Stegemann submitted a petition with over 150 signatures 
opposed to the ban.  Mrs. Stegemann also provided some options to consider rather than 
banning plastic bags such as implementation of a recycling program, using community service to 
clean up litter and possibly imposing a fee for businesses that use plastic bags to assist with 
covering costs of clean up. 
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If the Council would like to move forward with the banning of plastic bags and there are not 
additional modifications to the code language then staff will complete the blank sections and bring 
the Ordinance back at the next regular meeting for first reading. 
 
Mayor Thacker said that he has spoken with the Council and each realizes banning plastic bags 
may not be a good fit for Mill City.  The real issue is litter and it sounds like a group of citizens is 
working on a litter and recycling campaign.  At this time the issue will be tabled and the Council 
will support the efforts of this group.  If a recycle center is the result that is a win for the entire city. 
 
Councilor Baughman said that those who spoke against the ban did not just come with 
complaints but also with solutions and that was nice to hear. 
 
Lyons-Mill City Drive Traffic Study Recommendation: During discussions with Linn County 
Commissioner Roger Nyquist a request to reduce the speed on Linn Boulevard from 40mph to 
25mph was made.  Commissioner Nyquist looked into the request and advised that a traffic study 
would need to be completed in order to make a determination as to whether a reduced speed is 
warranted in this area. 
 
Weldon Ryan, ODOT, made a site visit to Mill City on the 18th to review the area in question.  Mr. 
Ryan then met with Councilor Long and Mayor Thacker to discuss his findings.  Based on the 
speed studies from decades ago that are still in effect, the signage minimally needs to be moved 
to be in compliance with the correct speeds. 
 
Mayor Thacker said that Weldon Ryan stated that the speed signs are currently out of compliance 
with the speed study from 1951 and need to be fixed.  This will be the first step in addressing this 
issue.  It is possible, when the speed is reviewed that a portion of this road may raise to 30-35 
mph but it is also possible that a section will lower from 40mph. 
 
Councilor Long said that there are a number of set speeds from the bridge to Broadway and 
outside City limits.  It is his impression from this discussion is that the probability is that from the 
pharmacy to 11th would likely rise to 30 mph. The first steps are to fix the signs and work on 
enforcement of the speed zones. 
 
Roel Lundquist, SW Linn Blvd, said that it is possible that a cost would be involved with a speed 
study.  Mayor Thacker will look into the potential of a fee. 
 
Mayor Thacker said that he has noticed that there has not been as much police presence lately.  
It was noted that gas is being stolen around town and someone had a refrigerator broken into.  
Mrs. Cook said that these thefts need to be turned into the Sheriff’s Office. 
 
Request to Attend OAMR Annual Conference – Seaside, OR: The annual Oregon Association of 
Municipal Recorders Conference is scheduled for Tuesday, September 15 through Thursday, 
September 17, 2015 in Seaside, Oregon.  Mrs. Cook presented the information to the Council at 
the last meeting and was denied attendance due to a lack of explanation as to how attendance 
would benefit the taxpayers and affect my job.  A draft of the information to be included in the 
conference handbook is included. 
 
In reviewing the sessions provided, Mrs. Cook found the only session on Wednesday that she 
feels would benefit both herself and the City is the Navigating Employment Laws.  CCIS is 
offering a similar session on the 27th as a free webinar and she has signed up to participate in 
that.  However, the three sessions offered on Thursday are all beneficial to the City, herself and 
staff and she would like to attend them all.  Those are: 
 
Thursday, September 17, 2015 
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Surviving Acts of Violence:  With increasing acts of violence in the world today, whether random 
or focused, it is imperative that we are as prepared as possible to deal with the outcome.  
Attendance of this session will allow Mrs. Cook to receive first-hand information on how best to 
deal with hostility in the workplace, something that happens quite regularly within our office; to 
better understand how to identify signs of impending violence and threats and; how to handle 
both.  Having this session taught by a law enforcement officer brings with it a more thorough 
ability to understand the cues that help to identify potential acts of violence as well as a the 
opportunity to ask clarifying questions directly to someone who deals with these situations on a 
regular basis.  The information obtained will be important to each of the City’s employees and will 
be passed along to them upon return.  
 
Social Media for Small Cities:  Mrs. Cook attended a social media class presented by LOC within 
the last year but was disappointed with the lack of information provided.  Communication is one of 
the most obvious areas in which the City can improve in order to inform and engage the public.  
This session is an opportunity to learn how another small Oregon city has used social media 
successfully to better communicate with their constituents.  The session will provide practical 
information on increasing followers, managing content, measuring success and the best platforms 
to use to meet our communication goals. 
 
Oregon Government Ethics Commission – E-Filing and ORS244 Refresher:  Every City elected 
official, Planning Commissioner and officer, including the City Recorder and Judge, must file an 
OGEC Annual Verified Statement of Economic Interest (SEI) form.  2015 is the last year in which 
these forms can be filed by mail.  All SEI filers will be required to use the OGEC Electronic Filing 
System beginning in 2016.  Having never used or reviewed this system before Mrs. Cook feels it 
is important for her to learn how the program works so she is able to provide the best assistance 
possible to those who are required to file the SEI. 
 
Mrs. Cook is able to room with another recorder, which saves the cost of a hotel room.  With only 
the single day registration total costs are anticipated to be: 
 
 Registration  $175.00 
 Hotel   $    0.00 (will room share to cut cost) 
 Travel   $169.00 
 Meals   $  10.00 (estimate) 
 Total   $354.00 
 
Funds are available in the budget to cover this educational opportunity. 
 
Councilor Keen moved and was seconded by Councilor Follis  to Authorize the City Recorder 
to Attend the OAMR Annual Conference September 17, 2015. 
 
Councilor Follis said that she did some research about classes that may be available to attend 
and were comparable to the sessions offered at the OAMR Conference.  There were not classes 
that were similar for less money.  While some sessions were comparable, they were all different 
days in different locations. 
 
Councilor Long said that he is opposed because he believes that we should have a strong 
training program and he does not see this being accomplished by going to a conference.  If a cost 
management training session were being requested then he would be supportive of attendance. 
 
Councilor Baughman said that he would like to see trainings that are closer to us and asked if 
Mrs. Cook would be leaving Wednesday and returning Friday.  Mrs. Cook said that she would be 
leaving Wednesday unless she chooses to cover costs herself to attend a session Wednesday, in 
which case she would be leaving Tuesday. 
 
Councilor Keen said that she feels networking is very important in government. 
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Mayor Thacker said that he got a lot out of the speakers he heard from at the recent Mayor’s 
Conference and is an advocate of in state training. 
 
Councilor Baughman asked if Wednesday would be a paid day if Mrs. Cook decided to cover a 
session herself.  Mrs. Cook said that she would take a vacation day to attend the Wednesday 
session if she decides to do so. 
 
Mayor Thacker called for the vote.  The motion passed, (4:1) with Councilor Long voting nay. 
 
Councilor Baughman said that maybe a training outline should be done at the beginning of each 
year and that may make it easier to approve training in the future. 
 
Dennis Chamberlin, River Rd., said that there is a training on marijuana that the Planning 
Commission is interested in attending.  A date has not been set but when it is the City Recorder 
should probably go as well since she will be the one that is having to deal with the 
implementation. 
 
Railroad Bridge Update/SOB:  Mr. Lundquist said that the Committee will meet again on 
September 9th and is possibly going to sell tee shirts and buttons during the whitewater event. 
 
Water and Sewer Shut Off Process:  No update. 
 
Water and Sewer Rate Study:  Mayor Thacker said that Public Works Supervisor Russ Foltz has 
stated that 13 of the 18 actuators at the WWTP do not function.  The cost is about $800 each to 
replace them.  Mayor Thacker would like to see who might be accountable for the failure of these 
items and consult with the City Attorney to see if we have any recourse before spending nearly 
$10,000 to replace them. 
 
Councilor Follis said that she went out and looked at the actuators and the issue seems to be that 
the wires are in direct contact with the part itself, which is causing the actuators to break. 
 
Mr. Lundquist said that there were issues when the actuators were installed and the 
manufacturer, CH2MHill and Jimco Electric were all involved in the installation. 
 
Marion County Community Grant Open Application: The Marion County Community Projects 
Grant application is open until August 31, 2015.  
 
We have briefly discussed applying for another grant for the upcoming grant cycle to use for the 
business loan program.  In reviewing prior grants awarded, the City of Mt. Angel received funds to 
use for their façade program.  It may be more feasible at this time to implement a similar program 
in Mill City for our core business districts; Hwy 22, Wall St, Broadway St, 1st Ave.  This would 
allow us to meet two goals; assisting businesses to better their economic venture and; improving 
the curb appeal of Mill City. Mrs. Cook has contacted Mt. Angel to see if they would be willing to 
share their process with us. 
 
The grant application does require a project budget and a letter of support from the City. 
 
Councilor Long moved and was seconded by Councilor Keen to Direct City Recorder to 
Submit Marion County Community Grant Application for Façade Program in the Amount of 
$5000.00 and to Direct the Mayor to Sign the Letter of Support as Presented.  The motion passed 
unanimously, (5:0). 
 
Mrs. Cook asked the Council if they would like to include City dollars as a match for this grant. 
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Councilor Long  moved and was seconded by Councilor Follis  to Match $1500.00 Toward the 
Marion County Community Grant Request.  The motion passed unanimously, (5:0). 
 
Councilor Long said that he believes Councilor Baughman should be involved in this program. 
 
Certificate of Water Rights: The City requested an extension on the contested water rights 
certificate earlier this summer.  It was noted when we made the request for extension that Water 
Resources Department would like to have the research necessary to prove our request for higher 
CFS before September 1, 2015.  As far as staff is aware, nothing has been done regarding this 
issue at this time, in part due to the extreme summer weather and potential drought conditions. 
 
Upon reviewing the documentation needed to prove our case, it is very likely that we would need 
to bring in a larger pump to pull the water at a higher rate from the wells, which our current pumps 
are not equipped to handle.  This is something that needs to be taken into consideration and a 
decision needs to be made as to whether we request a further extension to the September 
deadline. 
 
Recently we received a fully executed Certificate of Water Rights for the wells.  Mrs. Cook 
contacted Gerry Clark with Water Resources Department to see if he can provide an explanation 
as to why the certificate was issued before our extension ran out. 
 
Mrs. Cook said that she has contacted Gerry Clark, Water Resources Department, to ask why the 
certificate was issued.  Mr. Clark indicated that he has put in a request to withdraw the Certificate 
of Water Rights for Mill City. 
 
Consensus to let this matter go at this time and revisit it if there becomes a need in the future to 
draw more water from the wells. 
 
Marijuana Dispensary Info: At the last meeting the Council began discussing whether or not to 
enact an Ordinance authorizing placement of the issue of marijuana dispensaries in Mill City on 
the ballot for a vote.  At that time, Council requested information on the pros and cons of doing 
so.  There is a lot of information out there but nothing that really tells what the economic impact 
may or may not be when making this decision.  Staff has provided an updated guide and FAQ 
from LOC that outlines information on regulation of marijuana.  While these still don’t answer the 
fiscal question, they at least provide a start in informing about regulations. 
 
A decision will need to be made soon as we are already a month or so into the 180 day deadline 
to enact an Ordinance. 
 
Mayor Thacker said that there is a meeting on August 31st at 4:00p.m. at City Hall to discuss 
marijuana law that he will be attending.  Mayor Thacker asked the Council to attend as well. 
 
Mr. Johnston asked if the Council has considered holding another forum to discuss marijuana 
dispensaries.  Mayor Thacker said that he believes that a forum will absolutely have to be held on 
this matter. 
 
NEW BUSINESS 
 
Yard Debris Service – Pacific Sanitation: At the August 11 meeting the Council was asked about 
getting yard debris containers added to our monthly garbage service.  Mrs. Cook contacted Kyle 
Ritchey, Pacific Sanitation, to ask about the estimated costs for this service. 
 
Mr. Ritchey indicated that a close estimate is $3.95 additional per residential customer.  This fee 
would apply to the entire residential customer base.  However, there are some options to opt out 
based on the actual garbage container size each residence uses. 
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The yard debris service would be optional for commercial customers.  Should they choose to 
have the yard debris service the cost is in the range of $15-$16 per cart. 
 
As stated at the August 11 meeting, the yard debris service was offered during our last rate 
structure change with Pacific Sanitation.  At that time there were a number of citizens adamantly 
against adding this service to our monthly pick up.  Should Council decide to explore this matter 
further, it may be advisable to get the word out to the public and allow comments to be made. 
 
Mayor Thacker asked whether the additional fee is per month or per billing.  Mrs. Cook said that 
she does not know but will check and bring the answer back to the Council. 
 
Mill City Falls “Groundbreaking/Ribbon Cutting”: On Thursday, August 13 an email was sent out 
to Council at the request of Mayor Thacker to ask about the option of hosting a “groundbreaking” 
or “ribbon cutting” on Labor Day weekend in conjunction with the Santiam White Water festival. 
 
Staff has not moved forward with any planning as only one Councilor responded.  If the Council 
would like to host some kind of event as a part of the weekend festivities it will need to be done 
quickly, including getting a press release out and determining what the City’s role looks like. 
 
Because the restroom will not be installed for some time yet it may make more sense to do a 
ribbon cutting before opening the grounds for the event than to do a groundbreaking at this time.  
A brief speech by the Mayor along with pictures and information about the future plans for the 
park could be posted for people to view along with information about how to donate to the cause. 
 
Mayor Thacker said that he likes the recommendation of doing a ribbon cutting for the first time 
the park is going to be used.  The ribbon cutting should be at 8:00a.m. on Saturday morning.  
Pictures of the Master Parks schematics can be hung along with donation information for the 
park, SOBs and other items that may be occurring in town. 
 
Councilor Long said it may make sense to invite Mike Erdman in case there are questions about 
what may be happening with his building. 
 
Meter Reader Supervisor:  At the August 11, 2015 meeting it was briefly discussed whether the 
position of meter reader should be supervised by the Public Works Supervisor rather than the 
City Recorder.  At that time, Mrs. Cook agreed that it makes sense that the meter reader should 
be a part of the public works department.  However, it should be cautioned that if the change is 
made the hours for this position need to be watched carefully to ensure that they remain under 
the 600 hour maximum. 
 
If the Council would like to change the supervisor for this position then the job description will 
need to be modified reflecting the change. 
 
Councilor Baughman  moved and was seconded by Councilor Long  to Amend the Meter 
Reader Job Description to Have Supervisory Authority be the Public Works Supervisor Rather 
than the City Recorder.  The motion passed unanimously, (5:0). 
 
Mr. Lundquist asked if this change is to allow more hours and change of duties.  Mayor Thacker 
said that at this time that is not the plan. 
 
STAFF/COMMISSION REPORTS 
 
City Recorder Report 
 
Public Works Maintenance Worker Pay Scale/Duties:  Mrs. Cook said that the job description for 
the Public Works Maintenance Worker needs to be revised before any research can be done 
regarding the wages for this position. 
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Mayor Thacker said that at this time possible the salary scale should just be revised to allow 
another step for a wage increase.  Mrs. Cook said that the problem with just adding another step 
to the scale is that if the employee in the position leaves the City then the scale in question is the 
one that would be used for a new hire and in all likelihood that person would not be doing the 
same duties as the current employee. 
 
The best option is to revised the job description and create a new wage scale that goes with it.  
Public Works Supervisor Russ Foltz and Public Works Maintenance Worker Jerry Curtis will be 
the ones that need to revise the job description as they are the ones that know what the 
difference in job duties will be.  Once that is completed then the document can be given to Mrs. 
Cook or Mrs. Ruby to do the salary study. 
 
BUSINESS FROM MAYOR & CITY COUNCILORS 
 
Mayor Thacker  said that the music in the park last Saturday went very well.  There is a 
gentleman who wrote a great song about Mill City and he sang it that night. 
 
Mayor Thacker asked that the Planning Commission look into a code that addresses squatters if 
at all possible.  In addition, the he would like to have the Council consider showing homage to a 
gentleman in this community who has done more than most people could or do by changing the 
street name to Charley Stewart Circle. 
 
Mayor Thacker said that Councilor Keen has the ordinance for Detroit to allow golf carts, etc. and 
would like that looked at to see if it is worth looking into further. 
 
Councilor Baughman  said that there was one permit issued. 
 
Councilor Follis  had nothing further to report. 
 
Councilor Keen  said that there is a proposal from citizens to put in a disk golf course at Kimmel 
Park. The course is laid out for review. 
 
Councilor Long  said that a couple of times recently he has had a request to sign checks for 
payroll before payroll is actually over.  Councilor Long would like to see this changed to reflect a 
specific pay period with the pay date being prepared and distributed not later than a specific date 
the following month.  Councilor Long asked for this to be placed on the next agenda for 
discussion. 
 
Mr. Lundquist said that there are issues with the sidewalk along 1st and up the hill toward Circle 
K.  This needs to be fixed.  Mayor Thacker has been in touch with Jay Pudwell, ODOT, regarding 
the sidewalk so he is aware that it is dangerous and will need repairs done. 
 
EXECUTIVE SESSION:  None held. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 8:04 PM. 
 
 Prepared by:      Approved by: 
 
 
_______________________________   ________________________________ 
Stacie Cook, MMC     Thorin F. Thacker 
City Recorder      Mayor 


